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Power in a Box
These two classics really made history. Now they are
back in a new shape: Minimax ASB and Profit-5 ASB.
With an unconditionally authentic “analog” sound and
the most intuitive user interface around – ready to get
your hands on it. These instruments are pure fun!

"The Minimax sounds precisely as the Minimoog. Period."
Klaus P. Rausch on the Minimax Plugin for SCOPE
KEYBOARDS, Germany, 03/2003

Minimax ASB

Profit-5 ASB

You will know at first sight the synth legend that

There have been but a few synthesizers that were as

inspired the creation of the Minimax. It is one of the

enthusiastically welcomed as the ancestor of the Pro-

most famous and most popular synthesizers ever. Its

fit-5. Then, in 1978, this instrument offered truly

sound is matchless – the powerful oscillators, the

breathtaking features as it was the first analog

punchy filters, and the ultra-fast envelopes.

synthesizer to combine polyphonic sound generation, a

The fully storable 6-voice Minimax is the perfect
companion for rock and pop as well as for producing
cult sounds for sound cult!

classical structure and user interface, a prominent
sound, and the ability of storing all sound parameters.
Today’s Profit-5 will catch you as much as yesterday’s
real McCoy did!

Specifications and Pricing
Virtual-analog synthesizer (desktop unit), 6 voices, 128
factory presets and 128 user presets, analog stereo
input and outputs, MIDI In/Out/Thru, USB-to-Host/
MIDI interface, external power-supply unit (12 VAC),
plug-in like WindowsTM remote control software

Minimax ASB

MRSP 899 USD*

Profit-5 ASB

MRSP 999 USD*

Get it at your local music store!
Availability expected June 2005 (Minimax), August 2005 (Profit-5)
* MRSP for USA, not including sales tax or VAT
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